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Refugee Week Celebration June 21st 2016

Islington Refugee Forum (IRF) successfully delivered its yearly Refugee Week
celebration. On June 21st 2016, approximately 132 people attended representing
many different communities. The event was also attended by the Mayor of Islington,
Islington council staff, and Islington’s Youth Council MPs.

Refugee week this year was particularly unique as it took place in historic and
defining times with the unprecedented movement of people resulting in a migration
crisis in Europe. This crisis is the largest of its kind, since the Second World War.
The tragic murder of Jo Cox MP also highlighted the division within the community.
Refugee Week enable us to remembered her and celebrate her life as a good
Samaritan and above all a humanitarian advocate who dedicated her life to standing
for the rights of the poor, oppressed and refugees.
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The Refugee Week events play a pivotal role in demonstrating how welcoming
refugees is not only a legal and moral obligation but also a great financial investment
for our society. We would like to say a big ‘thank you’ to Islington council for
supporting our event by generously providing human and financial resources.
The celebration created an interactive platform which enabled over 50 organisations
from Refugee Community Organisations (RCO), the public sector and statuary
bodies to get together, share information, network, listen to speakers and view art
work presented by five schools in Islington. These organisations hosted 24 stalls in
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which they displayed their publications to give the public powerful information to
learn about the issues and challenges facing refugees today.

Susan Fajana-Thomas, the Chairperson of the Islington Refuge Forum (IRF)
welcomed all guests including; the participants from a wide range communities in
Islington, the professional bodies, schools and Islington council. Ms Fajana-Thomas
asked the audience to observe a one minute silence in memory of MP Jo Cox, her
work and her commitment to the values and principles she upheld during her short
life. It was acknowledged that this was even more pertinent that her principles and
values persevere in her absence.
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Susan Fajana-Thomas, the Chairperson of the Islington Refuge Forum (IRF)

The Chairperson stressed the importance of welcoming refugees; highlighting the
theme of this year’s refugee week of, “welcome”. Despite the sometimes negative
media reports or public comments that there have been voiced. Islington is very
proud to be one of the few boroughs that remain open and welcoming to refugees in
the UK with a proven track record in solidarity and support to their cause.

Consequently the commitment of IRF in working with Islington Council could not be
stronger.
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Ms Fajana-Thomas spoke passionately about challenges that face refugees today
including the need to debunk the misconceptions about refugees which creates
needless hostilities and un-fair policies towards them. She emphasised the
importance of promoting a culture of tolerance and understanding as well as
enhancing inner cooperation between RCOs and other relevant agencies.

Ms Lela Kogbara, Assistant Chief executive (Strategy & Community Partnerships),
Chief Executive’s Department Islington council, highlighted the myth that refugees do
not contribute positively to the economy and wellbeing of society. Ms Kogbara spoke
of her own experience arriving here as a refugee, when the International Red Cross
(IRC) brought her into the UK. She was fleeing from the conflict in her own country in
Africa in 1968. Her contribution since has been significant in both voluntary and paid
work. Ms Kogbara stated that ‘we have to stop the negative smear campaigns and
remember the loss of the young vibrant life of British politician Jo Cox”. Lela said that
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Islington is proud to be a safe haven to refugees and is one of the few boroughs that
welcome Syrian refugees.

Ms Lela Kogbara, Assistant Chief executive (Strategy & Community
Partnerships), Chief Executive’s Department -Islington council.

Ms Kogbara reminded everyone in attendance that many of the most influential
people in the world were refugees, starting from Jesus Christ of Nazareth, raising
questions about how we perceive ‘’refugees’’. Many successful people are refugees,
including the international renowned musicians ‘The Fugees’ and Rita Aura, each
has made a positive contribution to society. Olympic champion Mo Farah and
politician Ed Milliband, have a family history within the construct of ‘refugee’. These
examples challenge the conceptual understanding of who we categorise as
‘refugee’.

Ms Kogbara reminded the audience that recognising and assisting refugees has
been integral part of British values and complies with International Law and the UN.
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More importantly she reminded us that welcoming refugees will benefit this country
into the future.

Lela ended her presentation by saying that Islington Council protects voluntary
funding; and the refugee funds were protected. This demonstrates the council’s
commitment and understanding of the needs and challenges faced by refugees
today.
Welcome to Refugees- Video:
A ‘welcome’ video was screened showing about 30 people saying welcome to
refugees in different languages. This was inspired by the great enthusiasm shown by
people in the UK to welcome refugees during the 12th of September 2015
demonstrations. The IRF sent letters to Islington residents asking if they would like
to send a welcome message for refugees and share it via video. The residents of
Islington actively responded. Luca, a 13 years old school boy sent a warm and
friendly message ‘welcome to London… It is a nice place to live in, and it is home
where you could find friends’. Thank you to all participants and also our thanks go to
Emmanuel Taiwo who supported us in producing the videos.
Video Presentation - Refugees are not a burden
A short video was screened. This featured three interviews with refugees in London
enabled. These interviews helped the audience to see first- hand the struggles and
barriers new refugees have to overcome in order to become successful citizens. The
contribution they make to improve society and how they prepared to integrate with
the British way of life.
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The participants were Janet Murungi, the founder of RICE Community Action- from
Uganda, Hassan Osoble, a researcher and development officer from the Council of
Somali organisations as well as being a community worker who is originally from
Somalia, and Councillor Michelline Safi Ngongo, who is the chairperson of Light
Project International who is Congolese.
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Each spoke of their humble beginnings, explaining how they went to school and
learned the English language, then to university and made their lives a success.
Their work and effort aim to oppose the false assumption that refugees are handout
seekers who like to live on social benefits.
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The interviewees shared their experiences and how the support and empowerment
they received contributed to living their lives with dignity. Each person emphasised
the importance of the contribution made by refugees demonstrating that refugees
give back to society in immeasurable ways. From the contribution made by many
refugees to vital services such as the NHS to the sporting achievements of Mo
Farah, a former refugee who made Britain proud at the London Olympics. The
interviewees encouraged people to stop the negativity and help empower the next
generations of Mo Farah’s to success.
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Art Competition:

Art competition winners from Yerbury Primary school
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This year Islington’s schools student produces some amazing art work. Five schools
took part in the competition; Yerbury Primary school, Highbury Grove School, St
Andrews Primary School, Laycock Primary School and Islington Greek School.
The art work showcased how Islington schools welcome refugees. Art was
presented in different formats including; paintings, drawings, a frieze, a wall-hanging,
textile pictures and masks. The work portrayed the student’s deep sentiment toward
refugees.

Art competition winners from Laycock Primary school

The young artists demonstrated their understanding and knowledge of the refugee
journey and empathised with how refugees might feel and the reasons why they had
to flee. They pictures represented the different experiences of refugees, some
traveling by boat, cars and planes. The work showed how refugees might feel
leaving their homes and being unsure if they would be welcomed in the place they
were going to.
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Art competition winners from St Andrews Primary School
St. Andrew’s C of E Primary school made a flag for refugees to show that “refugees
may not carry their old flag and they may be unsure of where they might be allowed
to live or which flag they would be allowed to carry”. Susan Fajana-Thomas invited
the councillor Kat Fletcher, the Islington Mayor to present the awards to the winning
schools.
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Phillip Diggle- Highbury Grove School
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Kathy Alexander, Director, receives the art competition award on behalf of
Islington Greek School.
Entertainment programme:
Oduduwa Talking Drummers started the entertainment programme with drumming
and songs led by Ayan De First. The group encouraged refugees, school children, the
Mayor of Islington, staff, volunteers and a number of participates from different
refugee communities to join them to dance together and say ‘welcome’ to refugees.
Oduduwa Talking Drummers promoted multi-cultural values, culture in diaspora and
showcased African heritage in such a positive way as to be embraced nationally and
globally.
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Oduduwa Talking Drummers led by Ayan De First

Islington Centre for Refugees and Migrants introduced a choir led by Romain Malan.
The group of around 20 people sung Broken Wing which is a song about war,
insecurity and the hope for peace. River Song sings that although all of us are from
different origins we are all humanity. We're all on a Journey - is an uplifting song
encouraging us to welcome refugees and celebrate that we're all on a journey
together.
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Choir led by Romain Malan from - Islington Centre for Refugees and Migrants.

Poems:
Victoria-Anne Bulley read her poems about the challenges facing refugees. Her
moving poem ‘Strange Dust’ is about a young girl who was returned back to her
home after her refugee application was rejected, was emotionally charged. It helped
the audience experience the fear of a grim and uncertain future ahead of refugees
that are sent back to their home countries.
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Victoria-Anne Bulley read her poems about the challenges facing refugees

Zumba Dance
Zumba was one of the most fun and important highlights of this year’s refugee week.
Much of the audience joined Nancy Bortey, a local Zumba instructor as she gave the
crowd a high energy dance and workout.
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Nancy Bortey, leading a Zumba session

The Refugee Walk of Fame
To raise awareness of Refugee Achievements in the UK, Joanna Bevan from Speak
Street showed her version of the Hollywood walk of fame. She placed 10 refugee
achievements in the UK on sparkly golden stars around the events room and asked
people to follow the trail. This highlighted brief stories of some celebrities who were
refugees.

The Refugee Walk of Fame- Joanna Bevan from Speak Street
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Audience feedback

Most people that attended told us they were motivated to attend to show their
support for refugees or because they themselves are members of a local refugee
community. Most people described the quality of the performances as ‘excellent’ and
others thought it was a ‘good’ event. Meeting people and the friendly atmosphere
were among the things that they enjoyed the most. Some people told us that they
learnt something new about refugees. This includes the important contribution that
refugees make and the role of many organizations working with refugees to make
Islington a better place to live.

The presentations and the information provided to people at the event were
considered to be of excellent quality and others said it was good.

While some people were aware of Refugee Week, others told us that it was the first
time they had participated in such an event. Many stated that they would like to
attend another event like this in the future. We were pleased to hear that Refugee
Week had inspired some members of the audience to consider how they can support
organisations that help refugees.

Women (70%) and men (30%) participated in this event most in the 36 to 55 year
age bracket.

The feedback about how the event was organised, promoted, the location, the
entertainment, information available, refreshments and overall quality of the event,
scored it as ‘excellent or good’. Many of the participants told us that they had learned
about what forces people to become refugees and about the contribution refugees
have and can make to the UK. This was done primarily through the videos and
presentations. The event culminated in a wonderful celebration of diversity of culture,
food, music, dance and art that refugee communities bring to the full spectrum of
humanity.
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With this information we can conclude that the event was a great success and we
can base this on some quotes from participants:
-

``Really nice atmosphere. Good to see people coming together for
support and celebration.’’
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-

``The theme delivered a message of integration, love, patience and
above all welcome to those refugees seeking sanctuary. Zumba was
excellent!’’

-

``Everyone was so friendly and welcoming.’’

-

``Wonderful! Thank you’’

-

``Lovely event as usual. Looking forward to next year.’’

-

``Great event!’’

-

``Very, very, very nice!’’

-

``Great day’’.
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Met Police provide security for Refugee week
Seminar: ‘Refugee: Rights, Entitlements and Challenges’ 22 June 2016

The objective of the seminar was to discuss and highlight the challenges and
concerns that RCOs and resident refugees face in Islington in relation to rights
and entitlements. The seminar hoped to raise the community’s awareness by
sharing the reality of refugee experiences. The representatives of refugee
community organisations were invited to shed light on the application of law and
policy on the subject matter (refugees).

One particular challenge is the complexity of the claiming asylum process and
what constitutes a ‘refugee’ in the current global environment. The discussion
centred on the pitfalls and consequences of the anguishing process of becoming
a refugee. This can include mental ill health such as chronic depression and
post-traumatic stress syndrome. These may occur due to the horrific
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experiences many people have endured which can be further exacerbated by
the uncertainty of their refugee application. In addition, there exists the possibility
of having an application rejected and other specific challenges for people who
identify as having a disability, as members of the LGBT community and issues
pertaining to women’s rights.

Anna Skehan, an immigration solicitor (and a former Legal Aid Lawyer of the
Year recipient) from Islington Law Centre spoke about how refugees have little
to no control of the events that caused them to become refugees. Many are
‘coming to terms with’ seeking protection from persecution and the journey from
citizen of their home country to becoming a refugee in another.

The obstacles that face refugees can be summed up in two strands of legal and
practical challenges; the European wide ‘Keep-out’ policy has made the journey
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of refugees all the more difficult, a near impossible prospect. This has forced
many refugees to take extreme, dangerous and illegal means to travel in their
quest for a safe life. This often puts refugees in violation of a country’s criminal
law and due to systemic misguidance can prevent them from receiving rightful
legal advice under Refugee Law. This occurs despite International and
European Refugee law which offers protection for refugees. As a direct
consequence, many refugees can be incarcerated for a long time.

The UK has no ‘refugee crisis’ as experienced by other European countries as
Ann stated. However, the Home Office employs a policy of intentionally creating
a ‘hostile environment’ for refugees with the 2014 Immigration Act (announced
by the former Home Office secretary Theresa May). Children are presumed to
be adults first in many cases and treated as such until being tested for their age.
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Other challenges include, refugees not receiving adequate housing or financial
support and the legal aid support has been negatively affected by government
cuts despite the achievement of an exceptional ease fund for exceptional cases.
Ms Gona Saeed, from Kurdish and Middle Eastern Women’s Organisation
(KMEWO) provided an overview of the scope of the organisation. This organisation
is incredibly diverse, comprising of various communities with languages such as
Turkish, Eritrean, Arabic, Somali and more.
Ms Saeed spoke of the organisation’s mission to empower women from these
cultural backgrounds to become independent. By helping women to find jobs and
integrate into UK society. She affirmed that the KMEWO identifies skill gaps and the
barriers to employment and contributing to the community. Communication and basic
IT literacy were two key skill areas that were identified and KMEWO developed
ESOL classes to improve women’s English to a work standard and they also run IT
literacy classes. The speaker described how progress can often be incremental as
the nature of support required.
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Ms Gona Saeed- Kurdish and Middle Eastern Women’s Organisation
Some women have never had the opportunity to go to school because of cultural,
societal and systemic oppression in their home countries. Often spousal abuse and
the expectation of the role of women may exist and long term support to emotionally
and physically heal.
Ms Susan Fajana-Thomas, Chairperson of Islington Refuge Forum (IRF) shed light
on the Islington Council mental wellbeing project, ‘Asylum Seekers and Family
Reunion’. Susan presented a case study video which revealed the extent in which
asylum seekers have been effected by the process of becoming refugees and the
impact of separation of their families resulted by hostilities’ fallout.
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Ms Susan Fajana-Thomas, Chairperson of Islington Refuge Forum (IRF)

The video highlighted that the mental impact of the process of becoming a refugee is
more than skin-deep and can begin from the first moment they hear the first gunshot, through the process of becoming a refugee and seeking settlement. Refugees
suffer. This may include prosecution, torture and rape as well as depression and
mistreatment in how they are treated in their asylum countries.
Ms Ruth Hayes, the Centre Director-Islington Law Centre spoke about the current
immigration process as a highlight traumatic process. Through her personal
observations she revealed the process of completing a refugee application in the
current climate. This includes waiting for a time to be interviewed with the high
probability of rejection, coupled with only a dim prospect of a family reunion in the
future. The process is a traumatic and can contribute to mental illness. Asylum
seekers can develop acute stress or depression because deportation can have fatal
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consequences. Asylum seekers can wait longer than four years to be interviewed for
the first time. The speaker warned the incidence of attempted suicide is high
especially when adults are separated from their children because there is little
possibility of a family reunion. Being incarcerated for an extended time for being a
refugee further contributes to serious, long term mental illness.

Ms Ruth Hayes the director of Islington Law Centre
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Dr Sham Qayyum is the director of the Council of Somali Organisations (CSO).Dr
Qayyum spoke of the journey of a refugee as one from statehood to statelessness.
People leave their homes and often arrive with nothing. Though their immediate fear
of persecution may have abated, on arrival refugees face a “struggle” for rights. Host
community members often doubt their asylum claims and blame those who have
gained refugee status for a lack of “adaptation” and drain on scarce resources. At the
same time ‘settled communities’ as well as statutory agencies often do not provide
the adequate support to enable them to adjust or integrate. Increasingly over recent
years, policies emanating from government have contributed to hardship rather than
fulfilling the needs of refugees.
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Dr Sham Qayyum, the director of the Council of Somali Organisations (CSO)
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Dr Qayyum suggests what is needed is a more holistic approach that involves
agencies working together to help migrants deal with adapting to their new
environment. Migrants should be encouraged to find inspiration in their own cultural
heritage to make success of their lives in Britain. One initiative that could be
introduced to help refugees and migrants involves developing “cultural brokers” who
can help newcomers adjust to their new life in Britain. Cultural brokers can help
refugees access local libraries, explain recycling, introduce them to local parks,
places of interest and heritage, enabling them to feel part of their local communities.
Dr Qayyum concluded that more needs to be done to help refugees feel welcome
and supported and encouraged all parties to come together to make this happen.

Questions and answers time (with recommendations)
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 There is a need for recognition of the lengthy cultural coaching that the new
refugees require for adopting and settling in the country as well as connecting
them to the right institutions.
 Accessing services should be improved by training better statutory
organisations to give more efficient services to refugees.
 GP surgeries turning people away because they do not have passport is
unlawful.
 There is a need for more advocacy, participation and lobbying from the
various agencies working in the field to influence policy and secure more
funding; the most serious challenges facing refugees.
 Islington Council – to take into account the Syrian program and the need for
mentoring services.
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A big ‘thank you’

Islington Refugee Forum’s Trustees: Eleanor Tomlison, Sawsan Salim, Susan
Fajana Tomas, and coordinator Janan Aljabiri, thanks all the participants.

Islington Refugee Forum would like to thank:
Funder:
Islington Council,
Gen Ileris Senior Communications and Strategy Officer- London Borough of
Islington,
Kim Ward- Policy and Equality Team Manager- Strategy & Community PartnershipsLondon Borough of Islington
Lynn Stratton, Deputy Head of Strategy and Communications (Engagement and
Change) London Borough of Islington
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Speakers: Lela Kogbara, Assistant Chief executive (Strategy & Community
Partnerships), Chief Executive’s department Islington Council.
School Art Competition:
Abed Muftizadeh
Yerbury Primary school, Highbury Grove School, St Andrews Primary School,
Laycock Primary School and Islington Greek School.
Music Performance:
Oduduwa Talking Drummers and Ayan De First
Islington Centre for Refugees and Migrants introduced a Choir led by Romain Malan.
Victoria-Anne Bulley
Nancy Bortey, Zumba instructor
Joanna Bevan from Speak Street
IRF-Refugee Week Volunteers:
Alice Williams (Islington Council)
Alex Moate (Islington Council)
Angela Waithe (Voluntary Action Islington)
Caroline Laitner( Islington Council)
Elganish( PhD researcher),
Eleanor Tomlinson (Manor Gardens Centre)
Fedra Mardani (Iranian and Kurdish Women's Rights Organisation)
Itziar Landazabal Garcia (Voluntary Action Islington)
Jacqui Broadhead (Islington Council)
Lynn Stratton (Islington Council)
Mohamad Osoble (Islington Refugee Forum)
Rawand Ali Nour (Islington Refugee Forum).
Sawsan Salim(Kurdish & Middle Eastern Women's Organisation)
Sofía González Rancaño( Islington Refugee Forum)
Sonya Dallat ( Islington Council)
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Susan Fajana-Thomas (Islington Community Wellbeing Development Service)
Tahmineh Pegah(Iranian Community Centre)
Tara Behnam (Iranian and Kurdish Women's Rights Organisation)

Videos and print:
Emmanuel Taiwo
Taiwo Sheteolu (Print Big UK Ltd)
Catering:
Waterfull Kebab
Assembly Hall:
Kat King
Finally:
Thank you for the Met Police and Islington Town Hall security team.
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